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System securityAbstract Nowadays, because of the deregulation of the power industry the continuous increase of
the load increases the necessity of calculation of available transfer capability (ATC) of a system to
analyze the system security. With this calculation, the scheduling of generator can be decided to
decrease the system severity. Further, constructing new transmission lines, new substations are very
cost effective to meet the increasing load and to increase the transfer capability. Hence, an
alternative way to increase the transfer capability is use of flexible ac transmission system (FACTS)
controllers. In this paper, SSSC, STACOM and UPFC are considered to show the effect of these
controllers in enhancing system ATC. For this, a novel current based modeling and optimal loca-
tion strategy of these controllers are presented. The proposed methodology is tested on standard
IEEE-30 bus and IEEE-57 bus test systems with supporting numerical and graphical results.
 2015 Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
One of the major advantage of competitive electricity market is
the availability of power is open to all consumers to access
power from the transmission system. This open access of
power system network may create the overload on the power
system network more frequently. In power system network,
since ATC is an available transfer capability, and unless the
calculations of ATC are being used optimally by the power
transmission companies, huge amount of power losses will
occur in the power system network. The result of this will be
a challenging task for power system operation people to
manage the system in secured conditions.
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FACTS devices for maximizing the power transfer capability,
an Evolutionary Programming (EP) is proposed in [1]. This
method will also search for FACTS locations, FACTS param-
eters, and real power generations except slack bus in source
area, real power loads in sink area and generation bus voltages
in a power system network. The existing real and reactive
power equation can also be modified by using SSSC & UPFC,
which will improve the power flow and security of the power
system network [2]. The Unified Power Flow Controller
(UPFC) consists of two coordinated synchronous voltage
sources which will be connected in series and parallel to the
transmission system. UPFC can improve the overall power
system security [3–5]. To increase the ATC values of the system
and to minimize the system losses, a suitable type, locations,
and parameter settings of FACTS devices are identified by
Evolutionary Programming (EP). Test results are witnessed
that, optimally placed FACTS device systems will enhance
the ATC, than compared to the ordinary power system
network [6].
If existing transmission system is being used to the possible
extent, then the transmission system owners and customers will
receive enhanced services with reduced prices [7]. To improve
the ATC, various adjustments will be made. These adjustments
could be generator terminal voltage or under load tap changers
or generator outputs. The ATC of power system network gives
the status of unutilized power at any time and depends on
many factors due to the thermal, voltage and stability consid-
erations. The main factors which will decide the ATC are sys-
tem load level, load distribution in network, power transfer
between areas, the limit imposed on the transmission network,
etc. This information will be helpful for power marketers, sell-
ers and buyers to participate in the commercial activities [8].
The security constrained OPF (SCOPF) is another method
which will solve the steady state security constrained OPF of
the power system network. The steady state analysis approach
is being used in this methodology and it is a time-consuming
method [9,10]. As a replacement of SCOPF, the transfer-
based security constrained OPF (TSOPF) method has been
proposed for the calculations of ATC in the competitive mar-
kets [11]. In this method the TRM and CBM values are also
assessed.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach has been extensively
used in power system networks, in view of optimization
approach, and this GA approach has also been extended in
calculations of ATC. GAs can find a globally optimal solution
[12]. Modern heuristic technique such as Particle Swarm Opti-
mization (PSO) algorithms is one of the method, which is effec-
tively proving that, the optimal values of ATC can be
calculated for any power system network [13]. Generally
ATC can be classified as Static ATC and Dynamic ATC and
these optimal calculations are referred in [14]. Static ATC
can be calculated based on continuous power flow and linear
sensitivity methods. But in reality since the generation and
loads are dynamic, therefore by maintaining static stability
constraints, if the ATC is calculated with the dynamic stability
limits, then the ATC is called as dynamic ATC. An iterative
methodology has been implemented to check the dynamic
behavior of the system in calculating the ATC. In this method
the trajectories which lie on the stability margin must approach
an unsteady equilibrium point [15].To determine the ATC for bilateral and simultaneous trans-
actions between seller and buyers OPF models are formulated
for most of the FACTS devices viz. STATCOM, SSSC, and
UPFC. In bilateral transaction a buyer bus demands real
power from seller bus. This transaction can be maximized by
maintaining equality and inequality constraints [16]. In general
Power flows can be calculated between any seller and buyer
buses. Since ATC is a function of power flow sensitivity, this
will provide a better location for FACTS device in finding best
possible ATC values. To enhance the ATC values in a power
system network, the sensitivity factors known as Power Trans-
fer Distribution Factors (PTDFs), will provide optimal loca-
tions for any FACTS device [17]. For effective increase of
transmission system capacity, several studies have found that,
by using FACTS devices, the current through a line can be
controlled at a reasonable level, which will enable the increase
of existing transmission lines [18,19].
From the careful review of the literature it is identified that,
the evaluation of ATC using sensitivity approach is one of the
effective methods. In this paper, ATC is evaluated by formu-
lating power transfer distribution factors (PTDFs). Further,
the system ATC is enhanced using the FACTS controllers.
To increase the effectiveness of the problem, the FACTS con-
trollers are placed in an optimal location. A methodology
based on the total power loss minimization is presented to
identify an optimal location of FACTS. From the literature,
it is also identified that, voltage source converter type FACTS
controllers are powerful and more effective when compared to
the variable impedance type FACTS controllers. Hence, in this
paper, the static synchronous series compensator (SSSC), sta-
tic compensator (STATCOM) and unified power flow con-
troller (UPFC) devices are considered. To identify the effect
of these controllers on system performance and on OPF prob-
lem, a novel current based model of these controllers is also
developed. Using this model, these controllers can be easily
incorporated in a given system with decreased computation
burden. The proposed methodology is tested on standard
IEEE-30 bus and IEEE-57 bus test systems with supporting
numerical and graphical results.2. ATC evaluation
ATC gives the measure of the transfer capability of the existing
transmission network for increase in load to meet the commer-
cial activities [20]. The existing transmission network is
restricted by the respective power carrying limits of the line
and also, the transmission line connected buses have voltage
limits. In general, the transfer capability means the ability to
transfer/increase/divert the power from one area/bus to
another area/bus through the existing system configuration.
There are various sensitivity factors available in the litera-
ture to calculate ATC for a given system [21]. From this liter-
ature, it is identified that, the calculation of ATC using these
factors is easy, simple and less time consuming. Basically, these
factors give the relationship between the amount of transac-
tion and the actual power flow in a line. This relation is very
commonly termed as power transfer distribution factor
(PTDF). This PTDF resembles/reflects the change in genera-
tion/load on power flow in a line. The AC Power Transfer
Distribution Factor (ACPTDF) is used to identify the system
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contingency conditions.
For a Bi-Lateral Transaction (BTk) between two buses i.e.
between seller bus ‘p’ and buyer bus ‘q’, the transmission lines
in a given system contribute some part for the power transac-
tion. Let us consider, the change in power generation for a
transaction be DBTk MW and due to this, the change in real
power flow in a transmission line connected between buses ‘i’
and ‘j’ is DP. From this, the power transfer distribution factors
can be defined as
ACPTDFij;pq ¼ DPDBTk ð1Þ
Here, DP can be either, the real power flow from bus-i to bus-j
or vice versa. These factors are evaluated using base case load
flow results using Newton-Raphson- Jacobian elements [JT].
The mathematical representation of the system performance
equation can be given as
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The power change in transaction causes the change of
active power flow in line i–j. These changes can be mathemat-
ically represented as
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In bi-lateral transaction, due to change in DBTk MW, the
following two mismatch vectors are changed in Eq. (2) and
these values are non-zero elements.
DPi ¼ DBTk; DPj ¼ DBTk ð5Þ
These mismatch vectors and change in power transactions
are taken into consideration to calculate the new voltage mag-
nitudes and voltage angles at all buses. These new voltage pro-
files are used to compute the power flow in all transmission
lines and thereby the change in power flows. Using Eq. (1),
the ACPTDF are evaluated in each of the transmission lines
for a given transaction.
After this, the available transfer capability of a transaction
between buses ‘p’ and ‘q’ can be calculated using
ATCpq ¼ min Tij;pq
 
; ij 2 nl ð6Þ
where the transaction Tij;pq
 
can be given as
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where Pmaxij ; P
0
ij are the maximum MW power limit and base
case power flow of a line between buses ‘i’ and ‘j’.3. OPF problem formulation
The generalized form of optimal power flow (OPF) problem
can be formulated by considering total power losses as an
objective, by adjusting the system control variables while satis-
fying a set of operational constraints. Therefore, the OPF
problem can be formulated as follows:
minimize Aðx; uÞ
subjected to gðx; uÞ ¼ 0; hðx; uÞ 6 0
ð8Þ
where ‘g’ and ‘h’ are the equality and inequality constraints
respectively and ‘x’ is a state vector of dependent variables
such as slack bus active power generation (Pg,slack), load
bus voltage magnitudes (VL) and generator reactive power
outputs (QG) and apparent power flow in lines (Sl) and ‘u’
is a control vector of independent variables such as generator
active power output (PG), generator voltages (VG), trans-
former tap ratios (T) and reactive power output of VAr
sources (Qsh).
The state and control vectors can be mathematically
expressed as
xT ¼ PG1 ;VL1 ; . . . ;VLNL ;QG1 ; . . . ;QGNG ;Sl1 ; . . . ;Slnl
 
uT ¼ PG2 ; . . . ;PGNG ;VG1 ; . . . ;VGNG ;T1; . . . ;TNT;Qsh1; . . . ;QshNC
 
where ‘NL’, ‘NG’, ‘nl’, ‘NC’ and ‘NT’ are the total number of
load buses, generator buses, transmission lines, VAr sources
and regulating transformers respectively.
3.1. ATC objective
The measure indicates the network power transfer capability
to increase the usage of the committed users, and here, ATC
is one of the limiting elements. The ATC for a transaction
between buses ‘p’ and ‘q’ can be calculated using
A1ðx; uÞ ¼ ATCpq ¼ minfTij;pqg; ij 2 nl ð9Þ3.2. Total power loss objective
The active power losses in a given system must be minimized to
increase the transfer capability. Hence, the total transmission
power losses can be mathematically expressed as
A2ðx; uÞ ¼ TPL ¼
Xnl
k¼1
gkðV2i þ V2j  2ViVj cosðdi  djÞÞ ð10Þ
where gk is the conductance of the transmission line connected
between buses ‘i’ and ‘j’. Vi, Vj and di; dj are the voltage mag-
nitudes and voltage angles at buses ‘i’ and ‘j’ respectively.
3.3. Constraints
This problem is optimized by satisfying the following equality,
in-equality, and practical constraints.
3.3.1. Equality constraints
These constraints are typically power flow equations handled
in Newton-Raphson load flow.
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XNbus
j¼1
Vij j Vj
  Yij  cosðhij þ dj  diÞ ¼ 0
QGi QDi 
XNbus
j¼1
Vij j Vj
  Yij  sinðhij þ dj  diÞ ¼ 0
where PGi, QGi are the active and reactive power generations at
ith bus, PDi, QDi are the active and reactive power demands at
ith bus, Nbus is number of buses and jYijj, hij are the bus admit-
tance magnitude and its angle between ith and jth buses.
3.3.2. In-equality constraints
Generator bus voltage limits: Vmin 6 V 6 Vmax; 8i 2 NGGi Gi Gi
Active Power Generation limits: PminGi 6 PGi 6 PmaxGi ; 8i 2 NG
Transformers tap setting limits: Tmini 6 Ti 6 Tmaxi ; 8i 2 NT
Capacitor reactive power
generation limits:
Qminshi 6 Qshi 6 Q
max
shi
; 8i 2 NCTransmission line flow limit: Sli 6 Smaxli ; i 2 nl
Reactive Power Generation
limits:
QminGi 6 QGi 6 QmaxGi ; 8i 2 NGLoad bus voltage magnitude
limits:
Vmini 6 Vi 6 Vmaxi ; 8i 2 NLThe control variables are self-constrained, whereas the
inequality constraints, such as PG1, QGi, Vi, Sli are not. Hence,
these inequalities are incorporated into the objective function
using a penalty approach [22]. The augmented function can
be formulated as
Aaugðx; uÞ ¼ Aðx; uÞ þ kp PG1  PlimitG1
 2
þ kv
XNL
m¼1
Vm  Vlimitm
 2
þ kq
XNG
m¼1
QGm QlimitGm
 2 þ ksXnl
m¼1
ðSlm  Smaxlm Þ
2
where kp; kv; kq and ks are the penalty quotients having large
positive value. The limit values are defined as
xlim ¼
x; xmin 6 xmax
xmax; xP xmax
xmax; x 6 xmax
8><
>:
9>=
>;
Here, ‘x’ is the value of PG1, Vm and QGm.
4. Firefly Algorithm (FA)
Nowadays, in many of the optimization problems, the Firefly
Algorithm (FA) has become an important tool of swarm
intelligence. Using firefly algorithm many problems have been
successfully solved to improve convergence in different
mathematical applications.
Initially Yang [23] has developed the firefly algorithm which
was extensively expanded its application fields since its estab-
lishment in 2008. Many of the researchers have studied the
behavior of firefly phenomenon in nature and explained the
behavior in [24–26]. Fireflies are able to flashing light due to
the characteristic named as bioluminescence which is the pro-
duction and emission of light by a living organism. Firefly flashsignals can be used for defense mechanism, which can serve to
warn possible hunters [27]. The algorithm has been developed
based on the laws of illumination. As per the laws, Light inten-
sity decreases with the increase in the square of the distance.
Basically the firefly algorithm has been classified in two
ways, which will set their algorithm parameters [28]. The para-
meters tuning [29], based on which the best values of parame-
ters can be identified and can be fixed during iterations. On the
other hand, by parameter control, the modification of the
parameters can be possible during the run of the program.
For multi-modal optimization applications, the new FA was
developed in [30]. This method was based on the approach
that, the fireflies can automatically subdivide themselves into
a few groups because adjacent attraction is stronger than
long-distance attraction.
In recent few years, the FA technique was used for many of
the optimization techniques i.e. continuous, combinatorial,
constrained, multi-objective, dynamic and noisy optimizations
[31,32]. The unconstrained optimization problems were tested
on standard benchmark functions as given in [33] as the paral-
lelized FA. The Parallelized FA proved that, the better results
are obtained with much less execution time. FA has been suc-
cessfully implemented to solve nonlinear and non-convex opti-
mization problems [34,35]. The results prove that, FA is a very
much effective method and could perform better than many of
the optimization algorithms.
FA is one of the evolutionary algorithms, and it is based on
flashing patterns and behavior of fireflies. Even though the fire-
flies are unisex, they will be attracted to the other fireflies and it
is proportional to the brightness. Its attractiveness decreases as
their distance increases [36]. FA can competently solve highly
nonlinear, multi modal design problems.
The characteristics of FA algorithm are as follows [37]:
 It can divide the populations automatically into subgroups.
It can solve highly nonlinear multi-modal optimization
problems efficiently.
 Premature convergence is not possible in this method, as
like in PSO technique.
 By controlling its scaling parameter, FA can be able to
control its modality.
Firefly algorithm is a population based modern heuristic
optimization algorithm work based on the bioluminescent
process. This process works based on the emission of light
by the stimulated enzymes in the biological system due to
bio chemical reactions. Basically, the algorithm inspired from
the foraging behavior of the fireflies. There are some of the
heuristic rules formulated from the behavior of fireflies and
are demonstrated as follows:
 Fireflies are unisexual in behavior and each of the fireflies
attracts other fireflies.
 The firefly attractiveness depends on the brightness of the
firefly. (If the brightness increases results in decreased
distance.)
 If the attractiveness increases then fireflies moves randomly.
The brightness of the firefly depends on the value of the
objective function. The brightness of the firefly plays a major
role in mating the neighbor partner to find the food source.
Figure 1 Schematic representation of SSSC.
Figure 2 Representation of a transmission line.
Figure 3 Transmission line with voltage based model of SSSC.
Figure 4 Equivalent current based model of SSSC.
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as
br ¼ b0expcr
2
ij P 1
where b0 is the attractiveness at 0 distance usually accepted as
1. c is the light absorption coefficient, ‘m’ is the number which
represents the distance metric, and ‘rij’ is the Euclidean dis-
tance between the fireflies ‘i’ and ‘j’ which can be mathemati-
cally expressed as
rij ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃXD
k¼1 xik  xjk
 2r
where ‘D’ is the dimension of the problem and ‘xik’ and ‘xjk’
are the dimension of the ith and jth population respectively.
The updated position ðSnewi Þ of the firefly can be calculated
by adding the modified velocity to the present position ðSoldi Þ
of the firefly.
Snewi ¼ Soldi þ b0
1
Xþ rij

 
expcr
2
ij Soldj  Soldi
 
þ a rand 1
2

 
where X is very small number like 10E6 in order to prevent
division by zero. a is a random number generated with uniform
distribution in range [0,1]. ‘rand’ is a random number gener-
ated in the range of [0,1].
5. Current based modeling of FACTS controllers
In this section, current based modeling of FACTS controllers
is presented with respective OPF limits.
5.1. Current based modeling of SSSC
SSSC is an important series FACTS device which controls the
active or/and reactive power flow in a line where it is connected
by compensating the voltage drop in the respective transmis-
sion line. In general, it consists of voltage source converter
connected through a coupling transformer into a transmission
line. This voltage source converter is supplied through an aux-
iliary DC source. The converter controls the compensating
voltage by varying the firing angles of the solid state devices.
Based on the voltage compensation in terms of voltage magni-
tude and voltage angle, the respective active and reactive
power flow in a transmission line is controlled. The schematic
representation of the SSSC connected in a transmission line is
shown in Fig. 1.
Let us consider simple representation of a transmission line
between buses ‘k’ and ‘m’ shown in Fig. 2.
Now, SSSC is assumed to be connected in this transmission
line and due to this, two additional fictitious buses ‘S’ and ‘R’
are created. Because of this, the transmission line impedance
‘Zkm’ is shifted between ‘ZRm’. The equivalent circuit with the
incorporation of SSSC is shown in Fig. 3.
Here, Zssscse is the impedance of the series voltage source con-
verter, and this impedance is connected between buses ‘k’ and
‘S’.
The equivalent current source model of SSSC is obtained
by injecting the equivalent current into the system by the
respective settings related to the series voltage source con-
verter. The schematic representation of current source based
model of SSSC is shown in Fig. 4.The current injected by the series converter can be consid-
ered as Issscse , and due to this, the powers supplied by the device
at the connected buses i.e. at buses ‘S’ and ‘R’ can be mathe-
matically derived as follows:
Power supplied at sending end i.e. at bus-S
SSSSCST ¼ Vs  ðISSSCse Þ
 ð11Þ
¼ ½VSðcos dS þ j sin dSÞ  ½ISSSCre þ jISSSCim 
 ð12Þ
¼ ½VSðcos dS þ j sin dSÞ  ½ISSSCre  jISSSCim 
¼ VS½ISSSCre cos dS  jISSSCim cos dS
þ jISSSCre sin dS þ ISSSCim sin dS
¼ VS½ISSSCre cos dS þ ISSSCim sin dS
þ jðISSSCre sin dS þ ISSSCim cos dSÞ
¼ VS½ISSSCre cos dS þ ISSSCim sin dS
þ jVs½ISSSCre sin dS  ISSSCim cos dS ð13Þ
We have
SSSSCST ¼ PSSSCST þ jQSSSCST ð14Þ
Figure 5 Power injections related to current based model of
SSSC.
Figure 6 Schematic representation of STATCOM.
Figure 7 System bus with voltage based model of STATCOM.
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PSSSCST ¼ Vs½ISSSCre cos dS þ ISSSCim sin dS
QSSSCST ¼ Vs½ISSSCre sin dS  ISSSCim cos dS
Similarly, the power supplied at receiving end i.e. at bus-R is as
follows:
SSSSCRT ¼ VR  ðISSSCse Þ
 ð15Þ
¼ ½VRðcos dR þ j sin dRÞ  ½ISSSCre þ jISSSCim 
 ð16Þ
¼ ½VRðcos dR þ j sin dRÞ  ½ISSSCre  jISSSCim 
¼ VR½ISSSCre cos dR  jISSSCim cos dR
þ jISSSCre sin dR þ ISSSCim sin dR
¼ VR½ISSSCre cos dR þ ISSSCim sin dR
þ jðISSSCre sin dR  ISSSCim cos dRÞ
¼ VR½ISSSCre cos dR þ ISSSCim sin dR
 jVR½ISSSCre sin dR  ISSSCim cos dR ð17Þ
We have
SSSSCRT ¼ PSSSCRT þ jQSSSCRT ð18Þ
By comparing Eqs. (17) and (18) we get,
PSSSCRT ¼ VR½ISSSCre cos dR þ ISSSCim sin dR
QSSSCRT ¼ VR½ISSSCre sin dR  ISSSCim cos dR
The power at the respective SSSC connected buses can be
calculated as
SnewS ¼ SoldS þ SSSSCST  Power at sending end
SnewR ¼ SoldR þ SSSSCRT  Power at receiving end
The schematic representation of current based model of
SSSC with the equivalent power injections is shown in Fig. 5.
5.1.1. SSSC limits
SSSC control parameters such as ISSSCre ; I
SSSC
im and X
SSSC
se must
be considered in OPF problem as in-equality constraints.
These control parameters are described as follows:
0 6 Issscre 6 Issscre
 max
; 0 6 Issscim 6 Issscim
 max
; 0 6 Xssscre
6 Xssscse
 max
Here, each of the Issscre
 max
; Issscim
 max
and Xssscre
 max
is consid-
ered to be 0.1 p.u respectively.
5.2. Current based model of STATCOM
STATCOM is important shunt FACTS devices which control
the voltage magnitude at bus where it is connected by inject-
ing/absorbing the reactive power at that bus. In general, it con-
sists of voltage source converter connected through a coupling
transformer at the connected bus. This voltage source con-
verter is supplied through an auxiliary DC source. The con-
verter controls the compensating voltage by varying the
firing angles of the solid state devices. Based on the control set-
tings of the converter, the system parameters such as voltage
magnitude and voltage angles are controlled which results in
controlling of active and reactive power flows in the transmis-
sion lines which are attached to this bus. The simple schematicrepresentation of a STATCOM connected at bus-k is shown in
Fig. 6.
Let us consider STATCOM is assumed to be connected at
bus-k. Due to this, one additional fictitious bus ‘P’ is created.
The equivalent circuit with the incorporation of STATCOM is
shown in Fig. 7.
Here, Zstatcomsh is the impedance of the shunt voltage source
converter, and this impedance is connected at this bus ‘k’.
The equivalent current source model of STATCOM is
obtained by injecting the equivalent current into the system
by the respective settings related to the shunt voltage source
Figure 8 Equivalent current based model of STATCOM.
Figure 9 Power injections related to current based model of
STATCOM.
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based model of STATCOM is shown in Fig. 8.
The current injected by the shunt converter can be consid-
ered as Istatcomsh , and due to this, the powers supplied by the
device at the connected bus i.e. at bus ‘P’ can be mathemati-
cally derived as follows:
Power supplied at bus-P
SstatcomPT ¼ VP  Tstatcomsh
  ð19Þ
¼ ½VPðcos dP þ j sin dPÞ  ½Istatcomshre þ jIstatcomshim 
 ð20Þ
¼ ½VPðcos dP þ j sin dPÞ  ½Istatcomshre  jIstatcomshim 
¼ VP½Istatcomshre cos dP  jIstatcomshim cos dP
þ jIstatcomshre sin dP þ Istatcomshim sin dP
¼ VP½Istatcomshre cos dP  Istatcomshim sin dP
þ jðIstatcomshre sin dP  Istatcomshim cos dPÞ
¼ VP½Istatcomshre cos dP þ Istatcomshim sin dP
þ jVP½ðIstatcomshre sin dP  Istatcomshim cos dPÞ ð21Þ
We have
SstatcomPT ¼ PstatcomPT þ jQstatcomPT ð22Þ
By comparing Eqs. (21) and (22) we get,
PstatcomPT ¼ VP½Istatcomshre cos dP þ Istatcomshim sin dP
QstatcomPT ¼ VP½Istatcomshre sin dP  Istatcomshim cos dP
The power at the respective device connected bus can be
calculated as
SnewP ¼ SoldP þ SstatcomPT
The schematic representation of current based model of
STATCOM with the equivalent power injections is shown in
Fig. 9.
5.2.1. STATCOM limits
STATCOM control parameters such as Istatcomshre , I
statcom
shim
and
Xstatcomsh must be considered in OPF problem as in-equality con-
straints. These control parameters are described as follows:
0 6 Istatcomshre 6 I
statcom
shre
 max
; 0 6 Istatcomshim 6 I
statcom
shim
 max
; 0
6 Xstatcomsh 6 Istatcomsh
 maxHere, each of the Istatcomshre
 max
; Istatcomshim
 max
and Xstatcomsh
 max
is
considered to be 0.1 p.u respectively.
5.3. Current based modeling of UPFC
UPFC is an important series-shunt FACTS device which
controls the active or/and reactive power flow in a line
where it is connected by compensating the voltage drop in
the respective transmission line and controls the voltage
magnitude at the connected bus by absorbing/injecting the
reactive power. In general, it consists of voltage source con-
verters connected through a coupling transformer into a
transmission line and the common bus. These voltage source
converters are connected together and operating in a coordi-
nated manner. The converter controls the compensating
voltage by varying the firing angles of the solid state devices.
Based on the voltage compensation in terms of voltage mag-
nitude and voltage angle, the respective active and reactive
power flow in a transmission line and voltage magnitude
at the common bus are controlled. The schematic represen-
tation of the UPFC connected in a transmission line is
shown in Fig. 10.
Let us consider UPFC series converter is connected in a
line-l (shown in Fig. 11) between buses ‘k’ and ‘m’ and the
shunt converter is connected at bus-k. Due to this, two addi-
tional fictitious buses ‘S’ and ‘R’ are created in line-l and one
fictitious bus ‘P’ is created in shunt branch. Because of this,
the transmission line impedance ‘Zkm’ is shifted between
‘ZRm’. The equivalent circuit with the incorporation of UPFC
is shown in Fig. 11.
Here, Zupfcse ; Z
upfc
sh are the impedances of the series and shunt
voltage source converters.
The equivalent current source model of UPFC is obtained
by injecting the equivalent current into the system by the
respective settings related to the series voltage source con-
verter. The schematic representation of current source based
model of UPFC is shown in Fig. 12.
The current injected by the series converter can be consid-
ered as Iupfcse , and due to this, the powers supplied by the device
at the connected buses i.e. at buses ‘S’ and ‘R’ can be mathe-
matically derived as follows:
Power supplied at sending end i.e. at bus-S
Figure 10 Schematic representation of UPFC.
Figure 11 Transmission line with voltage based model of UPFC.
Figure 12 Equivalent current based model of UPFC.
Figure 13 Power injections related to current based model of
UPFC.
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  ð23Þ
¼ ½VSðcosdSþ jsindSÞ ½Iupfcre þ jIupfcimi 
 ð24Þ
¼ ½VSðcosdSþ jsindSÞ ½Iupfcre  jIupfcimi 
¼VS½Iupfcre cosdS jIupfcim cosdSþ jIupfcre sindSþ Iupfcim sindS
¼VS½Iupfcre cosdSþ Iupfcim sindSþ jðIupfcre sindS Iupfcim cosdSÞ
¼VS½Iupfcre cosdSþ Iupfcim sindS
þ jVS½Iupfcre sindS Iupfcim cosdS ð25Þ
We haveSupfcST ¼ PupfcST þ jQupfcST ð26Þ
By comparing Eqs. (25) and (26) we get,
PupfcST ¼ VS½Iupfcre cos dS þ Iupfcim sin dS
QupfcST ¼ VS½Iupfcre sin dS  Iupfcim cos dS
Similarly, the power supplied at receiving end i.e. at bus-R
SupfcRT ¼ VR  Iupfcse
  ð27Þ
¼ ½VRðcos dR þ j sin dRÞ  ½Iupfcre þ jIupfcimi 
 ð28Þ
¼ ½VRðcos dR þ j sin dRÞ  ½Iupfcre  jIupfcimi 
¼ VR½Iupfcre cos dR  jIupfcim cos dR
þ ½Iupfcre sin dR þ Iupfcimi sin dR
¼ VR½Iupfcre cos dR þ Iupfcim sin dR
þ jðIupfcre sin dR  Iupfcimi cos dRÞ
¼ VR½Iupfcre cos dR þ Iupfcim sin dR
 jVR½Iupfcre sin dR  Iupfcimi cos dR ð29Þ
We have
SupfcRT ¼ PupfcRT þ jQupfcRT ð30Þ
By comparing Eqs. (29) and (30) we get,
PupfcRT ¼ VR½Iupfcre cos dR þ Iupfcim sin dR
QupfcRT ¼ VR½Iupfcre sin dR  Iupfcim cos dR
Similarly, the current injected by the shunt converter can be
considered as Iupfcsh , and due to this, the powers supplied by the
device at the connected bus i.e. at bus ‘P’ can be mathemati-
cally derived as
Power supplied at bus-P
SupfcPT ¼VP Iupfcsh
 
ð31Þ
¼ ½VPðcosdPþ jsindPÞ Iupfcshre þ jIupfcshimi
h i
ð32Þ
¼ ½VPðcosdPþ jsindPÞ Iupfcshre  jIupfcshiim
h i
¼VP PIupfcshre cosdP jIupfcshiim cosdPþ jIupfcshiim sindPþ Iupfcshiim sindP
h i
¼VP Iupfcshre cosdPþ Iupfcshiim sindPþ j Iupfcshiim sindP Iupfcshiim cosdP
 h i
¼VP Iupfcshre cosdPþ Iupfcshiim sindP
h i
þ jVP Iupfcshre sindP Iupfcshiim cosdP
 h i
ð33Þ
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SupfcPT ¼ PupfcPT þ jQupftPT ð34Þ
By comparing Eqs. (33) and (34) we get,
PupfcPT ¼ VP Iupfcshre cos dP þ Iupfcshim sin dP
h i
QupfcPT ¼ VP Iupfcshre sin dP  Iupfcshim cos dP
h i
The power at the respective UPFC connected buses can be
calculated asFigure 14 Variation of ATC values for all transactions withSnewS ¼ SoldS  SupfcST  Power at sending end bus-S
SnewR ¼ SoldR  SupfcRT  Power at receiving end bus-R
SnewP ¼ SoldP  SupfcPT  Power at receiving end bus-P
The schematic representation of current based model of
UPFC with the equivalent power injections is shown in
Fig. 13.
5.3.1. UPFC limits
UPFC control parameters such as Iupfcre ; I
upfc
im I
upfc
shre
; Iupfcshim and
Xupfcse ; X
upfc
sh must be considered in OPF problem asrespect to each of the generators for IEEE-30 bus system.
200 M. Venkateswara Rao et al.in-equality constraints. These control parameters are described
as follows:
06 Iupfcre 6 Iupfcre
 max
; 06 Iupfcim 6 Iupfcim
 max
; 06Xupfcse 6 Xupfcre
 max
06 Iupfcshre 6 I
upfc
shre
 mxax
; 06 Iupfcshim 6 I
upfc
shim
 max
; 06Xupfcsh 6 X
upfc
sh
 max
Iupfcre ;I
upfc
im I
upfc
shre
;Iupfcshim andX
upfc
se ;X
upfc
sh
Here, each of the Iupfcre
 max
, Iupfcim
 max
, Iupfcshre
 max
, Iupfcshim
 max
and Xupfcse
 max
, Xupfcsh
 max
is considered to be 0.1 p.u
respectively.
6. Optimal location of FACTS
In general, the location of FACTS devices is identified to
minimize the total transmission losses in a given system (usingFigure 15 Convergence characteristics for ATC maximization.
Table 1 OPF results for 2–5 transaction of IEEE-30 bus
system.
Control variables ATC maximization TPL minimization
PG1, MW 119.9812 119.3438
PG2, MW 63.66136 74.29593
PG5, MW 31.89225 28.23979
PG8, MW 23.78078 17.7711
PG11, MW 26.37446 21.92911
PG13, MW 24.29115 26.7144
VG1, p.u. 0.984271 1.006931
VG2, p.u. 1.004074 1.020615
VG5, p.u. 0.979613 1.033275
VG8, p.u. 0.972151 0.997164
VG11, p.u. 1.019974 1.001066
VG13, p.u. 1.049326 1.046813
T69, p.u. 1.1 1.009403
T610, p.u. 1.1 0.9
T412, p.u. 1.1 0.950846
T2827, p.u. 1.1 0.933452
QC10, p.u. 17.77048 20.11091
QC24, p.u. 12.88992 13.0437
Total generation, MW 289.9812 288.29413
ATC value, MW 126.6249 105.0874
TPL, MW 6.5812 4.89413
Time, sec 98.25 56.79Eq. (10)). Initially, all possible device installation locations are
identified in a given system. By the experience, the following
two heuristic rules are formulated to minimize the computa-
tion burden and to simplify the problem complexity in identi-
fying the best installation location:
1. FACTS device is not installed in a line where tap changing
transformers are installed.
2. FACTS device is not installed in a line between buses where
generators and shunt compensators are installed.
Later, FACTS device is placed in all possible locations and
the total power losses objective is minimized while satisfying
system constraints and device limits. This process is repeated
in all possible locations. Finally, the location which has least
power losses is considered to be the best location to install
FACTS device. It is assumed that, the further analysis is per-
formed by placing the device in this best location. Further,
the ATC value is maximized by placing this device in the best
location.
7. Results and analysis
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodol-
ogy, standard IEEE-30 bus [38] and IEEE-57 bus [39] test sys-
tems are considered. At first, for a given system, ATC value is
evaluated in all possible transactions with respect to all gener-
ators. From these transaction values, for each of the generator,
minimum and maximum transactions are carry forwarded to
enhance the ATC value using OPF and with SSSC. In OPF
problem, ATC and TPL are considered as objectives, and this
problem is solved while satisfying system constraints.
7.1. Test system-1
To verify and validate the proposed methodology, in this sec-
tion, IEEE-30 bus system with forty-one transmission lines is
considered. For this system, the total active power demand is
283.4 MW and there are six generators connected at buses 1,
3, 5, 8, 11, 13, and two shunt compensators connected at buses
10 and 24 and four tap changing transformers connected
between buses 6–9, 6–10, 4–12 and 27–28. For this, the varia-
tion of ATC values with all generators is shown in Fig. 14.Figure 16 Convergence characteristics for TPL minimization.
Available transfer capability evaluation and enhancement 201Here, the transactions with generators connected at buses 2, 5,
8, 11 and 13 are treated as seller buses and the load buses are
treated as buyer buses.
From these variations, it is identified that, maximum ATC
value is observed in the transactions where the generators are
connected very nearer and minimum ATC value is observed in
the transactions where the generators are connected very farer.
For example, in transactions with generator at bus-2, maxi-
mum ATC is obtained for the transaction between buses 2
and 5, as bus-5 is a generator bus. Similarly, minimum ATC
is obtained for the transaction between buses 2 and 26, as
the bus-26 is far away from the generator. For each of the gen-
erator, the transaction with load at bus-26 is getting minimum
ATC value; this is because the connection of this load is very
farer from the generators area.Table 2 Validation of OPF results of ATC and TPL for IEEE-30
ATC value (MW)
Transaction Existing methods Proposed method
5–23 23.901 [40] 25.2839
2–12 58.83 [40] 63.4851
Figure 17 Variation of TPL value with FACTS in possible locations
With UPFC.Here, the obtained ATC value for the transaction 5–23 is
validated with the existing literature value. The ATC value with
the developed method is 19.4832 MW, whereas, in the existing
literature [40] the values are 19.35 MW (using MATLAB) and
17.52 MW (using power world simulator). From this, it is
observed that, the developed methodology yields better results
when compared with the existing methodologies.
To enhance ATC value and to minimize TPL value, OPF
problem with ATC and TPL as objectives is solved while sat-
isfying system constraints using Firefly algorithm. The OPF
results for ATC and TPL for the transaction between buses
2 and 5 with respective control parameters are tabulated in
Table 1. From this table, it is identified that, maximization
of ATC increases the TPL value and minimization of TPL
decreases the ATC value. It is also identified that, the timebus system.
TPL value (MW)
Existing methods DE [41] 5.011
CMAES [42] 4.945
HSA [43] 4.9059
Proposed method 4.89413
for IEEE-30 bus system. (a) With SSSC. (b) With STATCOM. (c)
Table 3 Consolidated OPF results with FACTS when ATC is maximized for IEEE-30 bus system.
S. No Transaction
details
ATC value (MW) TPL value (MW)
Seller
bus
Buyer
bus
Using load
flow
Using OPF Using
load
flow
Using OPF
Without
device
With
SSSC
With
STATCOM
With
UPFC
Without
device
With
SSSC
With
STATCOM
With
UPFC
1 2 5 120.0127 126.6249 128.7190 127.87028 129.60374 6.1044 6.5812 6.69135 6.64683 6.74854
2 26 6.459279 7.4715 7.60694 7.55658 7.6697 6.1044 6.1819 6.35548 6.30459 6.40975
3 5 2 187.3174 199.4058 202.7035 201.36688 204.10622 6.1044 6.1912 6.29551 6.25299 6.34906
4 26 5.4763 7.4889 7.61812 7.56476 7.67154 6.1044 6.3644 6.48062 6.4284 6.53462
5 8 12 41.50883 54.7701 56.59889 55.88651 58.05758 6.1044 6.2339 7.45009 7.19496 8.52792
6 26 5.51258 7.6277 7.75454 7.70311 7.81371 6.1044 6.0762 6.17769 6.13686 6.22552
7 11 16 38.9974 42.9971 43.70952 43.42093 44.02367 6.1044 7.1956 7.31682 7.26777 7.36766
8 26 5.500342 7.5130 7.64008 7.58839 7.70317 6.1044 6.2224 6.32662 6.2843 6.3814
9 13 7 33.0862 37.1887 38.91025 38.61836 39.17826 6.1044 6.5592 7.76837 7.69624 7.83315
10 26 6.369722 7.4747 7.59881 7.54851 7.66233 6.1044 6.1194 6.22252 6.18119 6.27537
Table 4 Consolidated OPF results with FACTS when TPL is minimized for IEEE-30 bus system.
S. No Transaction
details
ATC value (MW) TPL value (MW)
Seller
bus
Buyer
bus
Using load
flow
Using OPF Using
load
flow
Using OPF
Without
device
With
SSSC
With
STATCOM
With
UPFC
Without
device
With
SSSC
With
STATCOM
With
UPFC
1 2 5 120.0127 125.0874 120.42327 117.2415 115.4097 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
2 26 6.459279 7.4315 7.14548 6.94708 6.83955 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
3 5 2 187.3174 199.3173 191.8876 186.8186 183.9061 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
4 26 5.4763 7.4645 7.17455 6.97614 6.87554 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
5 8 12 41.50883 52.7051 49.71759 47.54276 46.80382 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
6 26 5.51258 7.5436 7.25205 7.05899 6.94004 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
7 11 16 38.9974 40.6552 39.12756 37.98718 37.4919 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
8 26 5.500342 7.4669 7.17455 6.98401 6.876 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
9 13 7 33.0862 37.1046 34.88433 33.96035 33.42266 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
10 26 6.369722 7.3895 7.09753 6.90912 6.79342 6.1044 4.89413 4.35932 3.98693 3.75373
202 M. Venkateswara Rao et al.taken to minimization of TPL is less when compared to max-
imization of ATC. This is due to the minimization of TPL
works independent of the transactions on a given system.
The convergence characteristics for ATC and TPL are shown
in Figs. 15 and 16. From these figures, it is identified that, final
best value is obtained within 20 iterations.
The obtained OPF results for ATC and TPL are validated
with the existing methods [41–44], and are tabulated in Table 2.
From this table, it is identified that, the presented firefly algo-
rithm yields better results when compared to existing methods.
By following the formulated heuristic rules in section 6, the
possible device installation locations in this system for SSSC
and UPFC are 38 whereas for STATCOM it is 22. The varia-
tion of TPL values in all these possible locations with FACTS
controllers is shown in Fig. 17(a)–(c). From Fig. 17(a) and (c), it
is identified that, location-3, i.e. transmission line connected
between buses 4 and 6 is the best location to install SSSC and
UPFC and similarly, from Fig. 17(b), for STATCOM, the best
location is at bus-3, this is because, obtained TPL value in these
locations is less when compared to other locations. The further
analysis is performed by placing FACTS in these locations.The consolidated OPF results when ATC is maximized and
the respective TPL values are tabulated in Table 3. In this
table, ATC values are evaluated for the transactions for each
of the generators minimum and maximum transaction
obtained from the earlier analysis. From this table, it is identi-
fied that, maximization of ATC using OPF increases the ATC
value when compared to load flow; further, the ATC value is
enhanced using FACTS controllers. Out of which, maximum
ATC value is obtained with UPFC when compared to the
remaining FACTS controllers. It is also identified that, TPL
value increases with OPF when compared to load flow due
to increase of transfer capability. It is identified that, with
UPFC, the ATC value further increases when compared to
without device. This is due to the redistribution of power flows
with UPFC. It is also observed that, maximum ATC variation
is observed in the transactions 8–12 and 13–7; this is due to the
nearness of UPFC to these transactions.
Similarly, the consolidated results when TPL is minimized
and the respective ATC values are tabulated in Table 4. From
this table, it is identified that, TPL values are decreased when
compared to the TPL value in ATC maximization. Due to
Figure 18 Variation of ATC value with FACTS when ATC is
maximized for IEEE-30 bus system.
Figure 19 Variation of ATC value with FACTS when TPL is
minimized for IEEE-30 bus system.
Table 5 Consolidated OPF results with FACTS when ATC is max
S. No Transaction
details
ATC value (MW)
Seller
bus
Buyer
bus
Using
load flow
Using OPF
Without
device
With
SSSC
With
STATCOM
1 2 17 3.49252 3.58724 3.72454 3.65897
2 33 0.07422 0.08972 0.12541 0.09871
3 3 2 43.9213 44.9753 45.23154 45.1254
4 33 0.07418 0.072594 0.09654 0.08254
5 6 8 65.2911 66.97254 67.2548 67.1125
6 33 0.07413 0.087524 0.12585 0.09654
7 8 9 22.6346 25.6832 25.8654 25.7854
8 33 0.07415 0.08258 0.12591 0.09654
9 9 2 49.98423 51.2648 51.4216 51.3265
10 33 0.07432 0.09453 0.16498 0.12365
11 12 16 91.9534 93.2583 93.4523 93.3523
12 33 0.07441 0.07546 0.08245 0.07254
Available transfer capability evaluation and enhancement 203decrease of TPL, the ATC value is decreased. Similarly, the
TPL value is further decreased with UPFC when compared
to without device and remaining FACTS controllers. Due to
this, the ATC value is further decreased.
The variation of ATC values for maximization of ATC and
minimization of TPL cases without and with FACTS con-
trollers is shown in Figs. 18 and 19.
7.2. Test system-2
To verify and validate the proposed methodology, in this sec-
tion, IEEE-57 bus system with seventy-eight transmission lines
is considered. For this system, there are seven generators con-
nected at buses 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9 &12 and fourteen tap changing
transformers connected between buses 4–18, 21–20, 24–26, 7–
29, 34–32, 11–41, 15–45, 14–46, 10–51, 13–49, 11–43, 40–56,
39–57 and 9–55.
At first, ATC is evaluated in all possible transactions with
each of the generators. From the analysis, the transaction con-
nected with load at bus-33 results minimum ATC value, as it is
very farer from the generators area. By following the formu-
lated heuristic rules in section 6, all the possible device instal-
lation locations are identified. From the TPL values in all these
possible locations with FACTS, it is identified that, location-
77, i.e. transmission line connected between buses 38 and 48
is the best location to install SSSC and UPFC whereas for
STATCOM, best location is at bus-49, this is because,
obtained TPL value in these locations is less when compared
to other locations. The further analysis is performed by placing
FACTS controllers in these locations.
The consolidated OPF results when ATC is maximized and
the respective TPL values with FACTS controllers are tabu-
lated in Table 5. In this table, ATC values are evaluated for
the transactions for each of the generators minimum and max-
imum transaction obtained from the earlier analysis. From this
table, it is identified that, maximization of ATC using OPF
increases the ATC value when compared to load flow. It is also
identified that, TPL value increases with OPF when compared
to load flow due to increase of transfer capability. It is identifiedimized for IEEE-57 bus system.
TPL value (MW)
Using
load flow
Using OPF
With
UPFC
Without
device
With
SSSC
With
STATCOM
With
UPFC
3.81525 37.33144 41.1598 41.32598 31.2584 31.4569
0.13254 37.33144 41.4458 41.65321 31.5687 31.7562
45.6598 37.33144 41.8458 42.1635 32.1587 32.2569
0.11235 37.33144 43.2654 43.7865 33.6897 33.7854
67.5698 37.33144 42.4425 43.1254 32.9875 33.1254
0.13258 37.33144 41.4872 42.1254 31.9854 32.1254
25.9654 37.33144 42.3548 42.5641 32.4598 32.5641
0.13654 37.33144 43.0542 43.2154 33.1265 33.2154
51.6458 37.33144 42.3548 42.7521 32.4532 32.5641
0.18971 37.33144 41.1586 41.3456 31.2564 31.3526
93.5421 37.33144 42.4451 42.7521 32.6541 32.8542
0.09654 37.33144 42.0145 42.2154 32.1254 32.3125
Table 6 Consolidated OPF results with FACTS when TPL is minimized for IEEE-57 bus system.
S. No Transaction
details
ATC value (MW) TPL value (MW)
Seller
bus
Buyer
bus
Using
load flow
Using OPF Using
load flow
Using OPF
Without
device
With
SSSC
With
STATCOM
With
UPFC
Without
device
With
SSSC
With
STATCOM
With
UPFC
1 2 17 3.49252 3.28563 3.1259 3.0145 2.9854 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
2 33 0.07422 0.07954 0.0678 0.0564 0.0452 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
3 3 2 43.9213 43.8457 42.5986 41.9652 40.8754 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
4 33 0.07418 0.06125 0.05687 0.0423 0.0352 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
5 6 8 65.2911 65.8561 64.5487 63.4251 62.1542 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
6 33 0.07413 0.07584 0.0685 0.0532 0.0425 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
7 8 9 22.6346 24.5248 24.2351 24.1254 24.0215 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
8 33 0.07415 0.07254 0.06521 0.05243 0.0421 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
9 9 2 49.98423 50.1254 49.1141 48.0215 47.1202 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
10 33 0.07432 0.08125 0.0785 0.0625 0.05214 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
11 12 16 91.9534 92.1289 91.1542 90.1245 89.1254 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
12 33 0.07441 0.06541 0.05421 0.04215 0.03654 37.33144 30.5948 30.4695 30.2158 30.0258
204 M. Venkateswara Rao et al.that, with UPFC, the ATC value further increases when com-
pared to without device and remaining FACTS controllers.
This is due to the redistribution of power flows with UPFC.
Similarly, the consolidated results when TPL is minimized
and the respective ATC values are tabulated in Table 6. From
this table, it is identified that, TPL values are decreased when
compared to the TPL value in ATC maximization. Due to
decrease of TPL, the ATC value is decreased. Similarly, the
TPL value is further decreased with UPFC when compared to
without device. Due to this, the ATC value is further decreased.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, a methodology to evaluate ATC using sensitivity
factors approach has been presented. The ATC value is further
enhanced using OPF and FACTS controllers such as SSSC,
STATCOM and UPFC. For this, a novel current based mod-
eling for the considered FACTS controllers has been pre-
sented. With this modeling, the computational burden and
thereby the time taken for convergence have been reduced
when compared to the existing models. From the analysis, it
has been identified that, the system ATC is enhanced using
OPF when compared to the normal load flow. Further, the sys-
tem ATC is enhanced using OPF with FACTS controllers
when compared to OPF without FACTS controllers. It has
been also identified that, the proposed methodology to identify
an optimal location to install FACTS controllers increases the
effectiveness of these controllers on system performance. It has
been also identified that, among the FACTS controllers,
UPFC is more effective device when compared to the remain-
ing FACTS controllers. The proposed methodology is tested
on standard IEEE-30 bus and IEEE-57 bus test systems with
supporting numerical and graphical results.
Appendix A
The final steady state representation of the system equation
with SSSC in terms of Jacobian and power mismatches is given
as follows:DP
DQ
" #
þ
PSSSC
QSSSC
" # !
¼
H N
J L
" #
þ
HSSSC NSSSC
JSSSC LSSSC
" # !
Dd
DV
V
" #
where DP; DQ ¼ Vector corresponds to real and reactive
power mismatches, Dd; DV ¼ Vector of incremental changes
in angles and in voltages and H; N; J; L ¼ Partial derivatives
of P and Q w.r. to d and V.
The mathematical representation of these modifications is
given as follows:
A.1. Modifications in Jacobian elements for SSSC
The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of ‘0HSSSC’ are
HSSSCSS ¼
@PSSSCST
@dS
¼ QSSSCST
HSSSCSR ¼
@PSSSCST
@dR
¼ 0
HSSSCRS ¼
@PSSSCRT
@dS
¼ 0
HSSSCRR ¼
@PSSSCRT
@dR
¼ QSSSCRT
Similarly, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of ‘NSSSC’
are
NSSSCSS ¼ VSj j
@PSSSCST
@VS
¼ PSSSCST
NSSSCSR ¼ VRj j
@PSSSCST
@VR
¼ 0
NSSSCRS ¼ VSj j
@PSSSCRT
@VS
¼ 0
NSSSCRR ¼ VRj j
@PSSSCRT
@VR
¼ PSSSCRT
The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of ‘JSSSC’ are
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@QSSSCST
@dS
¼ PSSSCST
JSSSCSR ¼
@QSSSCST
@dR
¼ 0
JSSSCRS ¼
@QSSSCRT
@dS
¼ 0
JSSSCRR ¼
@QSSSCRT
@dR
¼ PSSSCRT
Similarly, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of
‘LSSSC’ are
LSSSCSS ¼ VSj j
@QSSSCST
@VS
¼ QSSSCST
LSSSCSR ¼ VRj j
@QSSSCST
@VR
¼ 0
LSSSCRS ¼ VSj j
@QSSSCRT
@VS
¼ 0
LSSSCRR ¼ VRj j
@QSSSCRT
@VR
¼ QSSSCRTA.2. Modifications in power mismatch equations for SSSC
The mismatch equations in the presence of SSSC can be
expressed as follows (superscript ‘0’ indicates the power
mismatches without device):
DPSSSCS ¼ DP0S þ PSSSCST
DPSSSCR ¼ DP0R þ PSSSCRT
DQSSSCS ¼ DQ0S þQSSSCST
DQSSSCR ¼ DQ0R þQSSSCRTA.3. Modifications in Jacobian elements for STATCOM
The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of ‘Hstatcom’ are
HstatcomPP ¼
@PstatcomPT
@dP
¼ QstatcomPT
Similarly, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of
‘Nstatcom’ are
NstatcomPP ¼ VPj j
@PstatcomPT
@VP
¼ PstatcomPT
The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of ‘Jstatcom’ are
JstatcomPP ¼
@QstatcomPT
@dP
¼ PstatcomPT
Similarly, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of
‘Lstatcom’ are
LstatcomPP ¼ VPj j
@QstatcomPT
@VP
¼ QstatcomPTA.4. Modifications in power mismatch equations for STATCOM
The mismatch equations in the presence of STATCOM can
be expressed as follows (superscript ‘0’ indicates the power
mismatches without device):DPstatcomP ¼ DP0P þ PstatcomPT DQstatcomP ¼ DQ0P þQstatcomPTA.5. Modifications in Jacobian elements for UPFC
The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of ‘Hupfc’ are
HupfcSS ¼
@PupfcST
@dS
¼ QupfcST
HupfcSR ¼
@PupfcST
@dR
¼ 0
HupfcRS ¼
@PupfcRT
@dS
¼ 0
HupfcRR ¼
@PupfcRT
@dR
¼ QupfcRT
HupfcPP ¼
@PupfcPT
@dP
¼ QupfcPT
Similarly, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of
‘Nupfc’ are
NupfcSS ¼ VSj j
@PupfcST
@VS
¼ PupfcST
NupfcSR ¼ VRj j
@PupfcST
@VR
¼ 0
NupfcRS ¼ VSj j
@PupfcRT
@VS
¼ 0
NupfcRR ¼ VRj j
@PupfcRT
@VR
¼ pupfcRT
NupfcPP ¼ VPj j
@PupfcPT
@VP
¼ pupfcPT
The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of ‘Jupfc’ are
JupfcSS ¼
@QupfcST
@dS
¼ pupfcST
JupfcSR ¼
@QupfcST
@dR
¼ 0
JupfcRS ¼
@QupfcRT
@dS
¼ 0
JupfcRR ¼
@QupfcRT
@dR
¼ pupfcRT
JupfcPP ¼
@QupfcPT
@dP
¼ pupfcPT
Similarly, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of ‘Lupfc’
are
LupfcSS ¼ VSj j
@QupfcST
@VS
¼ QupfcST
LupfcSR ¼ VRj j
@QupfcST
@VR
¼ 0
LupfcRS ¼ VSj j
@QupfcRT
@VS
¼ 0
LupfcRR ¼ VRj j
@QupfcRT
@VR
¼ QupfcRT
LupfcPP ¼ VPj j
@QupfcPT
@VP
¼ QupfcPT
206 M. Venkateswara Rao et al.A.6. Modifications in power mismatch equations for UPFC
The mismatch equations in the presence of UPFC can be
expressed as follows (superscript ‘0’ indicates the power mis-
matches without device):
DPupfcS ¼ DP0S þ PupfcST
DPupfcR ¼ DP0R þ PupfcRT
DPupfcP ¼ DP0P þ PupfcPT
DQupfcS ¼ DQ0S þQupfcST
DQupfcR ¼ DQ0R þQupfcRT
DQupfcP ¼ DQ0P þQupfcPTReferences
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